The grocery industry has been significantly disrupted by the speed and scale of COVID-19. Since the onset of the pandemic, customers and retailers alike have faced the challenges of empty shelves, social distancing, face masks, rising costs, and overwhelmed supply chains. But times of crisis and uncertainty are often the best times to discover better ways to do business.

Reducing a store’s product range to simplify operations and stock the products that are most in demand has been a pivotal measure in helping traditional retailers manage during the height of the crisis. As middle-market grocery retailers emerge from the unprecedented strain of COVID-19 on their businesses, offer simplification will be an essential strategy for improving both the customer experience and operational efficiencies.

A Turning Point for Simplification

Long before the COVID-19 crisis hit, traditional middle-market chains have been struggling with the climbing costs and complexity produced by unprecedented product proliferation. This trend has created larger stores stocked with 80% more SKUs on average than a typical store would have offered 30 years ago. Although customers may appreciate having more choice, they also value the ability to easily and quickly find what they want—an experience that has been lost as more products appear on shelves.

Product proliferation has also become a competitive disadvantage for such retailers. BCG research conducted in 2020 shows that regional US grocery chains carry an average of 50% more SKUs per linear foot of shelf space than their mass and value channel competitors. And they have been losing market share to value-priced wholesale clubs and mass retailers—and even small, no-frills convenience stores, which are more expensive but provide a much faster, easier shopping experience.

Many grocers have resisted offer simplification because they mistakenly believe that
removing products from the shelf hurts sales. Our work proves this is not the case. We recently led an offer simplification trial where our client reduced 20% to 25% of SKUs across 30 categories. Sales across the impacted categories increased by 2%.

But the benefits of offer simplification go much further than increasing sales. Simplification can create a virtuous cycle that scales end-to-end (E2E) efficiencies from the warehouse to the grocery cart. Handling fewer products frees up space in warehouses to store products in ways that streamline the supply chain. Relationships with suppliers improve. And customers find the products they want.

The Costs of Variety
There is a fine line between just enough variety and too much duplication and complexity. On the one hand, variety is key to a successful retail grocery business. Offers that appeal to different customer tastes are important, especially in high-innovation categories such as salty snacks and frozen meals. Variety can also stimulate impulse buying. On the other hand, in most commoditized categories, such as vitamins, frozen vegetables, and canned soup, too much variety overwhelms customers.

Over the years, numerous consumer psychology studies have pointed to a phenomenon known as “decision paralysis,” or “choice overload”—that is, when customers have too many choices, it feels harder to decide what to purchase and diminishes the retail experience. According to a 2020 National Retail Federation customer survey, 63% of respondents said that “convenience” is important to them—and 47% included “making it easy to find options” as part of their definition of convenience.

Looking beyond the customer experience, the costs of product proliferation affect multiple facets of a traditional retailer’s operations:

- **Stocking.** Too many products on the shelf means that grocers have less space for staples that drive sales and for the unique products that increase customer loyalty. In addition, undue variety requires complex inventory processes that can increase out-of-stocks of the products customers depend on. Both crowded and empty shelves frustrate shoppers. This is a hazard for traditional retailers because it has the potential to drive their customers to competitors.

  - **Merchandising.** Consumer packaged goods companies provide funding incentives (including new-item slotting fees) to make sure their products are kept on the shelf. But under these arrangements, retailers yield too much control over merchandising decisions to suppliers. Their own teams have less power to craft offers that are of most value to customers.

  - **Purchasing.** Too much variety and too many new products reduce grocers’ ability to consolidate their purchasing power to obtain the best costs. This puts them in a difficult spot. They can either compete with value and mass stores on price, but at the expense of margins, or they can maintain margins at the expense of customer transactions and traffic.

  - **Store Operations.** The growing number of SKUs increases the time needed to restock shelves, manage backroom inventory, change price tags, and reorder products—all of which drive up labor costs. The new COVID-19 health, sanitation, and safety measures have added further cost burdens.

  - **Supply Chain.** With more SKUs moving through distribution centers, supply chains are operating at near full capacity. Unpredictable demand surges related to the pandemic will continue to strain supply chains and increase the risk of product shortages.

The Benefits of Simplicity
The current health crisis underscores the benefits of adopting a strategy of offer simplification. The benefits we have seen...
among grocery retailers that were pursuing offer simplification before the pandemic will become even more compelling as they adjust to the changed landscape of a post-COVID-19 world.

Consider the following operational improvements offer simplification can deliver:

- **Optimized SKUs That Benefit Stores and Customers.** Thoughtfully pruning SKUs allows merchandisers to balance top-selling and unique items in their offer and remove duplications that drive neither sales nor customer loyalty. Fewer products on the shelf makes shopping easier and more pleasant for customers and will reduce out-of-stocks for key products.

- **Reduced Costs in the Supply Chain.** Simplification reduces carrying costs as less cash is tied up in obsolete inventory. It also opens up warehouse space so similar products can be stored together, reducing load times for trucks delivering to stores. Longer term, capex allocations for network expansion can be deferred or saved as simplification eases capacity constraints.

- **Increased Efficiencies in Store Operations.** Fewer SKUs and less backroom inventory will reduce the hours store associates spend re pricing items and restocking and replenishing shelves. This gives them more time to serve customers and, during the pandemic, to perform COVID-19-related sanitation procedures.

- **More Productive Vendor Relationships.** Because grocers associate variety with vendor funding, they often believe that they will lose these funding premiums if they take products off the shelf. As we noted earlier, after our work on offer simplification, our client saw a net increase in vendor funding. Using analytics to simplify and concentrate marketing spending on the most popular core items strengthens the partnership between retailers and their suppliers.

### The Right Way to Start Offer Simplification

Whether you have already embarked on a SKU rationalization initiative or are rethinking how to simplify your offer in light of COVID-19, there are a number of traps that could undercut the initiative. To maximize the effectiveness, we suggest applying three perspectives when starting a simplification initiative.

**The Customer.** Many grocers frame objectives for process improvements around productivity and cost, rather than putting customer needs first. Every offer simplification needs to begin with an open conversation about the customer experience that is supported by deep analytics.

All merchandisers should be making their category and planogram decisions based on a robust consumer decision tree. A CDT shows the key attributes, and combinations of attributes, that are important to customers when they are deciding what products to purchase. (See the exhibit, a CDT analysis we did for a client.)

Customer data from a CDT, along with other loyalty and preference data, enables retailers to maintain a comprehensive offering, avoiding decisions that end up removing high-loyalty products—or eliminating new items before they can gain traction with customers. Customer loyalty data will also highlight low-volume SKUs that retailers need to keep because they’re important to specific customer groups.

Customer data captured from deep analytics and loyalty metrics will form the basis for designing the offer; an offer simplification trial will validate the customer analytics and metrics.

**The Offer.** Demand-driven assortment strategies are based on learning as much as possible about customer purchasing behaviors as well as comprehensive analysis of costs of buying, distributing, and stocking different products. Retailers make fully informed decisions by assessing their current offering against a CDT analysis and loyalty data by SKU and comparing relative
E2E margins. Failing to consider E2E cost implications can lead to the removal of high-margin items. In addition, grocers need to thoughtfully consider the customer experience when making merchandising decisions. If the data suggests cutting nine out of ten SKUs of a brand in a category (which will look odd on the shelf), it makes more sense to remove them all.

Simplification does not mean standardization. Grocers need to work with their merchandise teams to maintain a product lineup that satisfies regional and local customer tastes. Every simplified offer initiative needs to be tested before it is rolled out to all stores. Thorough testing will balance statistically significant insights and practical observations, and include a regional trial.

**Suppliers.** Relying on suppliers’ data alone to make decisions shifts the focus from customers to vendors. With offer simplification, retailers can regain control of merchandising decisions, including more customer-driven placement of suppliers’ products and greater emphasis on the placement of a retailer’s private label brands.

We encourage discussing simplification plans with suppliers and sharing performance data from test stores. This will give suppliers insight into what customers are buying and how they can best support an offer.

**A Post-COVID-19 Grocery Transformation**

As the world adjusts to the new realities of living with COVID-19, offer simplification should be at the forefront of every retail grocery leader’s mind. People’s habits, including their grocery shopping routines, have changed almost overnight—and they are unlikely to revert to what they were before the virus struck. Economic burdens caused by the pandemic will only heighten.
en customer focus on price and convenience. This will ramp up pressure on grocers already competing with value and mass retailers. At the same time, costs related to regulations around store cleanliness will continue to eat into retailers’ narrow margins.

In light of these realities, offer simplification is an especially compelling opportunity to launch a cross-functional and transformational initiative. Indeed, grocers must make improvements across the value chain to compete successfully in a rapidly evolving market.
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